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Abstract—The automobile industry is no longer relying on pure mechanical systems; instead, it benefits from advanced Electronic Control Units (ECUs) in order to provide new and complex functionalities in the effort to move toward fully connected cars. However, connected cars provide a dangerous playground for hackers. Vehicles are becoming increasingly vulnerable to cyber attacks as they come equipped with more connected features and control systems. This situation may expose strategic assets in the automotive value chain. In this scenario, the Controller Area Network (CAN) is the most widely used communication protocol in the automotive domain. However, this protocol lacks encryption and authentication. Consequently, any malicious/hijacked node can cause catastrophic accidents and financial loss. Starting from the analysis of the vulnerability connected to the CAN communication protocol in the automotive domain, this paper proposes EXT-TAURUM P2T a new low-cost secure CAN-FD architecture for the automotive domain implementing secure communication among ECUs, a novel key provisioning strategy, intelligent throughput management, and hardware signature mechanisms. The proposed architecture has been implemented, resorting to a commercial Multi-Protocol Vehicle Interface module, and the obtained results experimentally demonstrate the approach’s feasibility.

Index Terms—CAN-bus, Rolling secret key, Automotive, Secure Embedded System, Secure CAN Network, ECC, Automotive security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, our cars are providing a dangerous playground for hackers. Vehicles are becoming increasingly vulnerable to cyber attacks as they come equipped with connected features and control systems. This situation may expose strategic assets in the automotive value chain. The World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29), a working party of the UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), confirms this trend [1]. WP.29 recently introduced the new UN R155 [2] and UN R156 [3] UNECE regulations for cybersecurity in the automotive domain. These regulations explicitly mention four disciplines:

- **Managing cyber-risks for vehicles:** each company shall set a security office in its organization for managing product security according to legislation guidelines. Cybersecurity processes oversee risk assessment analysis, requirements, specifications, and incident reports.
- **Securing vehicles “by design” to mitigate risks along the value chain:** attacks are constantly evolving, increasing the number of threats and their level of risk. Security knowledge, competencies, capabilities, and new solutions are the mission to pursue by pushing increasingly secure products on the market.
- **Detecting and responding to security incidents across vehicle fleets:** standard security regulations must be applied actively over the entire product lifetime. This translates into constantly monitoring the security of the vehicle’s fleet and releasing incident reports for effective vehicle attacks.
- **Managing safe and secure updates of the vehicle software, including a legal basis for over-the-air updates:** companies shall create a framework to guarantee security not only considering single assets (i.e., product, IT services) but also considering the entire ecosystem with its infrastructure as a whole to minimize any risks concerning sensible data breaches.

UN R155 and UN R156 are non-negotiable and represent mandatory conditions for approval and market access to the entire UNECE WP.29 member countries with the addition of Japan and Korea. These regulations will be compulsory for new permanently and seamlessly connected vehicles from July 2022 and extended to existing cars by July 2024. These requirements create a challenging scenario for the entire automotive sector, requiring an effort to implement new cyber-security monitoring, detection, reporting, and response capabilities across the whole vehicle life-cycle with the involvement of the entire supply chain. Failing in fulfilling the UN R155 and UN R156 requirements means a production roadblock with a considerable loss of money.

The Controller Area Network (CAN) is the most widely used communication protocol in the automotive domain. The CAN protocol was designed to guarantee reliable communication between electronic modules in high-noise environments. However, it lacks encryption and authentication. Consequently, any malicious/hijacked node can cause catastrophic accidents and financial loss [4]. Limited throughput and secret key availability are among the main limitations to implementing security mechanisms that guarantee the authenticity and integrity of CAN communications, thus posing strong constraints on the future development of permanently and seamlessly connected road vehicles.

This article reviews specific security vulnerabilities connected to the CAN Flexible Data rate (CAN-FD) architecture employed in road vehicles [5]. It proposes a solution named Extended TAURUM P2T (EXT-TAURUM P2T) that increases the current security level in road vehicles by addressing...
Communication is an essential element of this complex infrastructure since the different subsystems must control actuators or receive feedback from other subsystems.

The Controller Area Network (CAN) is the most widely used communication protocol for different interconnecting ECUs specified in the ISO 11898-1 standard. It is based on a flexible multi-cast serial bus that supports a software implementation of a wide range of safety, security, and convenience features. This flexibility reduces costs and complexity associated with “hard-wired” solutions. The CAN Flexible Data rate (CAN-FD) is an extension to the original CAN bus protocol introduced by BOSCH [5] to meet the need to increase the data transfer rate up to 5 times while enabling a significant increase in the message size to be used in modern cars.

The messages transmitted over the vehicle’s CAN network have heterogeneous requirements in terms of accessibility (i.e., visibility outside the car) and security (i.e., confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity). In a standard automotive CAN network, several classes of messages must be accessible by external inspectors to satisfy specific country-based legal vehicle regulations (e.g., emission legislation). Consequently, these messages are transmitted in clear text, and vehicles are equipped with an On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) port to monitor the CAN network traffic.

Therefore, when looking at the CIA triad’s security pillars [9], only the integrity and authenticity of CAN data frames can be implemented. This is achieved by reserving a portion of the CAN data frame to store a Cipher-based Message Authentication Code (CMAC) signature of the transmitted payload [10], [11]. For preventing replay attacks [12], a rolling counter is usually included in each transmitted frame [13].

B. Automotive control modules overview

In the automotive domain, ECUs are classified into three categories:

1) hard-real-time, performing highly safety-critical tasks,
2) soft-real-time, for mixed-critical functionalities, and
3) non-real-time, for performing the remaining tasks.

Automotive safety-critical systems (i.e., hard- and soft-real-time) adopt specific real-time operating systems compliant to the OSEK (Offene Systeme und deren Schnittstellen für die Elektronik in Kraftfahrzeugen; English: "Open Systems and their Interfaces for the Electronics in Motor Vehicles") open standard [13]. OSEK was founded by a German automotive company consortium supported by the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and included specifications for an embedded operating system (OS), a communications stack (COM), and a network management protocol (NM) for automotive embedded systems.

The OSEK specifications impact the embedded software architecture executed on an ECU. Applications are organized into “tasks” that are statically defined at compile time with a fixed priority. Every task can assume three execution states: SUSPENDED, READY, and RUNNING. READY tasks are scheduled according to their priority. First In First Out (FIFO) scheduling is used for tasks with equal priority (i.e.,
round-robin scheduling is not permitted). When scheduled, a basic task runs to completion except when a higher priority task preempts it or an interrupt is detected. To make sure that real-time deadlines can be guaranteed, deadlocks and priority inversion are prevented by a priority ceiling algorithm [15].

In most OSEK implementations, there is a zero-priority (i.e., low priority) idle task, also known as the background task. The ECU executes this task until an interrupt moves a different task from SUSPENDED to READY. The background task can be exploited to perform important activities such as:

- Idle time monitoring;
- Low power microprocessor management;
- Watchdog tickling;
- Non-real-time custom activities;
- Future extensions.

EXT-TAURUM P2T architecture exploits the custom activities provided by OSEK OS to optimize the computational effort to guarantee security as described in subsection IV-B.

III. AUTOMOTIVE CAN NETWORK VULNERABILITIES

In the automotive domain, two main categories of attackers may exploit CAN vulnerabilities to violate the vehicle’s ECUs:

- **Vehicle owner**: not interested in damaging its good. Its goal is to improve vehicle performance or tamper with annoying features (e.g., diagnostic).
- **Professional attacker**: its goal is to gain an advantage over competitors by damaging company reputations.

A. Man in the Middle attack

The Man in the Middle (MitM) attack is the preferred exploit implemented by vehicle owners. It is usually implemented resorting to external devices that create malicious CAN gateways. Figure 1 shows the two standard settings for this attack: (A) exploiting the OBD port and (B) placing an external CAN module downstream to the victim module.

![Fig. 1: Man in the Middle attack schemes](image)

In the more straightforward implementation, the attacker connects an external analyzer to the OBD port to gain control over several diagnostic services (Figure 1-A). The external analyzer can sniff the CAN network traffic, inject new CAN frames, and modify existing frames.

To gain additional power, the attacker must connect an external CAN gateway downstream to the victim ECU (Figure 1-B). The malicious CAN gateway physically splits the network into two portions. Data frames generated by devices placed in the public CAN network can be conditioned before transiting to the hijack network where the victim ECU is located and vice versa. As an example, in Figure 1-B, two frames sent to the Variable Geometry Turbine (VGT) are processed by the malicious gateway. Frame ID 0x2 is corrupted while frame ID 0x1 remains unaltered. Also, VGT generates two frames. The malicious gateway suppresses frame ID 0x3 and forwards a modified version of the frame ID 0x4. Overall, with this configuration, an attacker can:

- Intercept and then suppress specific messages;
- Inject messages to emulate functionalities;
- Intercept and then modify messages with corrupted data.

Creation of new messages or modification of existing messages is possible with a direct attack only when CMAC is not implemented or disabled. In all other cases, the attacker must execute an indirect attack. In this case, the attacker performs a reply attack to bypass the CMAC signature by sniffing the network and reusing existing CAN messages [12]. Reply attacks are easy to implement when a rolling counter is not applied to the exchanged messages.

MitM attacks have a significant impact on warranty costs. Tampering with the vehicle parameters increases vehicle damage risks. In case of damage, the external devices used to mount the attack can be easily removed, making it impossible to prove a tampering action that would lead to a loss of warranty.

B. Automotive Cyber-Security Key Provisioning Infrastructure

CMAC signatures guarantee the authenticity and integrity of CAN messages in automotive applications for all safety-critical and sensitive ECUs. The ECU security hardware architecture defines the number of keys required for CMAC calculation for each secure vehicle [10]. CMAC calculation is a computation-intensive task that requires hardware acceleration. Therefore, the maximum number of secret keys a vehicle can handle strictly depends on the key length and the storage capability of the target Crypto Engine. The typical storage capability of a Crypto Engine today is around 256B. Assuming a 16B key size, it can potentially store 16 keys. It is expected that the next generation Crypto Engines will increase their storage up to 1 Kbyte, thus accommodating 64 16B keys.

Carmakers must properly handle these secrets. Let us consider a big car-maker selling 10 Million secure vehicles per year. If each car of the entire fleet uses a unique set of sixty-four 16B MAC secret keys, the total amount of storage required to handle the keys would be approximately 9GB. This value may increase by a 5x factor by considering complementary information, such as Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) or module part-numbers.

Interestingly, these numbers do not represent a technical issue for an IT infrastructure. Nevertheless, key management requires significant security investments since data must be
C. Denial of Service attacks

The Denial of Service (DoS) attack is the preferred exploit for attackers that want to destroy a company’s reputation. The attacker tries to gain public access to the CAN network to force a bus off or create a task overrun event. This is usually implemented by looking for infotainment system exploits leveraging the available apps or exploiting the presence of OBD Bluetooth devices associated with unofficial apps.

If a task overrun generates a CAN communication failure or a real-time deadline miss in automotive applications, the car’s safety is compromised. Therefore, the vehicle must apply a safety recovery action with a potential impact on customers. For this reason, in a secure and safe architecture, a CAN gateway/firewall is usually inserted between the OBD port and infotainment system to the rest of the public CAN network. However, architectures that maximize the throughput of the CAN network increase the complexity of mounting DoS attacks.

D. Hardware replacement attack

Vehicles embed several ECUs communicating through a CAN network. Software executed on these ECUs is a potential exploit for an attacker. A well-designed secure boot is among the most efficient protection against malicious software corruption in real-time ECUs [17]. At each bootstrap, the system validates the signature of each memory segment. Moreover, code updates require an authentication mechanism to avoid the injection of potentially counterfeit software.

In this scenario, upcoming market trends might favor attackers in their aim to neutralize boot signatures, granting unauthorized software to run in the system with potential hazards to the safety of the entire vehicle.

The automotive market pushes competition in terms of costs by exploiting the economy of scale. As depicted in Figure 3-A, an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) delivers the same hardware platform to several customers who act in different heterogeneous domains with varying cyber-security requirements (e.g., automotive, marine, agriculture, general-purpose equipment) [18]. A skilled attacker can easily rework unsecure ECUs sold in a market domain to serve another environment that adopts the same hardware platform (Figure 3-B). If this hardware replacement attack targets ECUs that require cyber-security in the target domain, code signature can be bypassed, thus allowing the execution of untrusted software. Therefore, hardware platforms must guarantee authenticity.

Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) and Logic Locking, which are techniques proposed in the literature for hardware fingerprinting, are hard to be employed in the automotive domain.

In vehicles, ECUs operate in an extensive range of environmental conditions (i.e., temperature, pressure, humidity) that may severely impact the PUF challenge’s success [19], [20]. Moreover, external hardware or other control modules need to validate the challenges, hence defining an additional infrastructure similar to what is shown into Figure 2. That increases the complexity of managing the authorized hardware part replacement events at services. While PUFs are very powerful in identifying every hardware device, the automotive domain is more interested in tracking control modules associated with a selected customer, application, or brand.

Logical locking is a hardware technique based on integrating a locking mechanism into the circuit such that it produces faulty outputs whenever an incorrect key is provided [21], [22], [23]. Logical locking is not well suited for automotive applications since the faulty outputs may generate hazards and violate the vehicle safety rules.
IV. EXTENDED TAURUM P2T

EXT-TAURUM P2T is a secure infrastructure aiming at addressing the issues discussed in section III. EXT-TAURUM P2T is based on two independent CAN networks (Figure 4). The Public CAN network (depicted in black) transports the standard vehicle CAN traffic and is accessible through the standard CAN Gateway (CGTW). The Secure CAN network (depicted in red) exchanges sensible information to handle shared keys, security violations, and signatures. Frames exchanged over the Secure CAN network are encrypted, and the EXT-TAURUM P2T Secure Gateway (SGTW) guarantees controlled access to this network. It establishes privilege levels and manages secret keys required to compute MAC signatures. The main features provided by EXT-TAURUM P2T are:

- a sharing key mechanism able to define isolated trust zones;
- a sub-domain management of the bus for ensuring segregation;
- a rolling MAC secret key infrastructure to implement a countermeasure to MitM and reply attacks;
- a dynamic key length adjustment mechanisms and speculative MAC calculation to maximize throughput and increase the complexity of DoS attacks;
- a challenge-response hardware authentication mechanism to implement a countermeasure against hardware replacement attacks.

To be ready for the automotive industry, EXT-TAURUM P2T is entirely built, resorting to state-of-the-art cryptography and security standards.

Fig. 4: TAURUM P2T Advanced Secure CAN Network for Automotive.

EXT-TAURUM P2T requires a data rate of up to 8 Mbps and 64B data frames to be implemented. These requirements are met by the CAN-FD extension of the original CAN bus protocol [5]. The two communication networks transport the two classes of data frames depicted in Figure 5: the Public CAN-FD frame transmitted over the Public CAN (Figure 5a) and the Secure CAN-FD frame transmitted over the Secure CAN (Figure 5b).

The integrity and authenticity of Public CAN-FD frames are guaranteed by including a CMAC digest of the transmitted data payload in the frame. CMAC signature computation is a time-consuming task.

Profiling CMAC computation time using real automotive hardware (see Section V) highlighted that the most secure architecture able to respect worst-case throughput constraints could employ 256 bit for data and 256 bit as CMAC digest. This configuration is the most protected from a cryptography standpoint, requiring secret key updates at a slow rate. Similar security levels can be obtained with fewer digest bits at the price of an increased key update rate, thus allowing to trade-off between digest’s length and key updates. CMAC might not be enough to protect data transmitted over the public CAN. Messages containing steady-state information remain unchanged over time, favoring the implementation of replay attacks. For this reason, Public CAN-FD frames reserve two bytes for implementing a rolling counter protecting the system from these attacks [13].

CMAC digest computation requires sharing a secret key between the sender and the receiver ECU. In a complex vehicle infrastructure, secure communication requirements are not orthogonal among all ECUs. Every ECU requires securely communicating to local groups of other ECUs depending on their executed tasks. Communications between tasks running on different ECUs must be segregated whenever possible to increase security. To handle this scenario, EXT-TAURUM P2T introduces the concept of privilege levels (PL) in the communication (Figure 6).

Fig. 5: TAURUM P2T Frames

Fig. 6: TAURUM P2T Privilege Hierarchy Block Scheme. Lower numbers indicate higher privilege levels. Level 1 usually represents the SGTW.

Privilege separation is a fundamental security feature introduced by EXT-TAURUM P2T. Every secure ECU also called a secure node (SN), is associated with a PL. Each PL holds a dedicated secret key \( K_{PLi} \) used for MAC signature computation between tasks executed at the same level. Privileges are organized in a hierarchy with low numbers indicating higher privileges. An ECU working at PL\(_i\) holds all secret keys form PL\(_i\) to PL\(_N\) (i.e., \( K_{PL1}, K_{PL1+1}, \ldots, K_{PLN} \)). It, therefore, can communicate with its counterparts at the same PL or with counterparts at lower PLs.
With this mechanism, EXT-TAURUM P2T implements security segregation. Suppose an attack on an ECU succeeds in compromising its secret keys. In that case, only the ECU privilege level and all lower levels will be compromised until the activation of recovery countermeasures or update of the private keys takes place. Communication at higher PLs remains active, thus minimizing the attack’s impact on the vehicle’s functionalities.

EXT-TAURUM P2T privilege separation also implements an additional feature to handle specific vehicles security requirements. Road vehicles are often equipped with so-called secondary controllers. Usually, these modules have reduced hardware capability for meeting security requirements (e.g., key length restrictions). Directly connecting these devices to the entire network would decrease the overall security of the whole system. To avoid this, EXT-TAURUM P2T exploits PLs to define so-called security sub-domains. In a security sub-domain, the strength of the secret keys can be reduced (e.g., 8B or less) to better fit the system throughput constraints, helpfully allowing other parts of the system to work with more robust protections. This requires a more frequent update of the secret keys in sub-domains using shorter keys.

![Diagram of TAURUM P2T Privilege Hierarchy with different key size.](image)

Figure 7: TAURUM P2T Privilege Hierarchy with different key size.

**A. Secure CAN and Key Provisioning**

The role of the EXT-TAURUM P2T secure CAN is to provide a secure channel to implement key provisioning and therefore share the secret keys ($K_{PLi}$) required by all SNs for CMAC digest calculation.

Communication on this channel must be fully secure and guarantee confidentiality integrity and authenticity. State-of-the-art symmetric cryptography based on the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), implemented with the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) modality, represents the best approach to secure this communication channel [24]. The same PL secret keys ($K_{PLi}$) used for CMAC digest calculation are also used for encrypting communication at different PLs on the secure CAN network. To keep a high level of security, these secret keys are periodically rolled. The rolling time and the digest size are parametrized to ensure the highest flexibility.

This secure communication infrastructure setup requires a mechanism to distribute the secret keys to the different ECUs. As discussed in subsection III-B, the secret key distribution infrastructure is among the main challenges for carmakers in developing a large fleet of connected vehicles. EXT-TAURUM P2T removes this bottleneck by introducing a mechanism to generate all secrets on-board through the SGTW and securely share them with all connected nodes. This solution reduces the need to find trusted users and sustain a secure infrastructure.

Figure 8 outlines the EXT-TAURUM P2T key provisioning protocol. During the first vehicle initialization at the plant (step 1), the SGTW performs a network discovery phase to map all SNs connected to the Secure CAN (i.e., those that require exchanging CMAC signed frames on the public CAN). It then generates its local Crypto Engine the first set (time 0) of all PL secret keys ($K_{PL0}^0, \ldots, K_{PLn}^0$) and securely stores this information in its internal memory (step 2). After a complete network discovery, the SGTW handles the key provisioning node by node.

To establish the first root of trust between the SGTW and a given secure node (SNi) with privilege PLM, EXT-TAURUM P2T resorts to elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) [25]. Every ECU connected to EXT-TAURUM P2T stores the same curve as public data in its flash. Curve25519 has been selected since it is one of the fastest ECC curves enabling it to fit hard real-time constraints, it offers 128 bits of security (256 bits key size), and any known patents do not cover it [26].

ECC shared keys are used to provision MAC secret keys during the network’s initialization or when an attack is detected. They make it possible to build a secure point-to-point network between the SGTW and each ECU.

The SGTW and the SN start the establishment of the first root of trust (step 3) by generating a public/private key pair ($K_{gPB}, K_{gPR}$) for the SGTW and ($K_{hPB}, K_{hPR}$) for the secure node). The SGTW uses a different key pair for every node. The SGTW and SN exchange their public key (steps 4 and 5) and use it to build two shared secrets ($SS_g$ and $SS_{sn}$), adding a nonce to the received public key. After encryption, these secrets are exchanged using the local private keys (steps 6 and 7). The shared secrets are used to generate the first shared key $K_{SH}$ (step 8). This shared key is used to securely transfer the secret keys starting from PLM (the PL of the SN) down to PLN ($K_{PL0}^{0}, \ldots, K_{PLn}^0$ in step 9). At this point, the node holds the secret keys and can start communicating with other nodes on the public network using CMAC signed frames.

Generated keys are valid for a limited time frame. Each PL sets a rolling timer to decide when to roll its related key. Whenever the rolling key time of PLi expires, the SGTW generates a new key (step 10) and then transmits the new key to all nodes connected to that level using the previous key. The secret key update is not only time-based but can also be event-based. An update can be forced by a specific event, like init, shutdown controller procedure, etc.
EXT-TAURUM P2T implements a deprecated key functionality. When the violation of an ECU is detected, the SGTW can mark the related PL secret key as deprecated. Figure 9 shows an example of this mechanism. Starting from a valid condition with several ECUs connected at PL2 (Figure 9A), the SGTW detects a compromised DEFC module (Figure 9B). The secret key for $K_{SH}^+$ is then marked as deprecated (Figure 9C). All ECUs connected at the same PL or higher are informed and receive a new key $K_{SH}^{+1}$ encrypted using their $K_{SH}$. This isolates the compromised node on that level through privilege downgrading.

EXT-TAURUM P2T also includes a Short Secret Key mode providing each SN with an additional short key (e.g., 16B) in specific conditions. Forcing the network to work with shorter digests and keys saves throughput and computation resources. This mode helps to gain extra hardware resources for counterattacking or managing high throughput peaks.

To summarize, Figure 10 shows the secret keys that every module must handle in an EXT-TAURUM P2T architecture. EXT-TAURUM P2T centralizes hardware resources into the SGTW, allowing for a more flexible and lighter security resource into the rest of the connected modules. All controllers can implement a minimal encryption function with limited storage capacity.

B. Speculative MAC calculation

The throughput is a sensitive parameter inside real-time systems, as discussed in Section V. Security mechanisms, particularly CMAC computation, profoundly impact the system’s throughput. Attackers can exploit communications peaks to generate DoS attacks. Therefore, reducing the network traffic in normal conditions is essential to have a margin when handling critical situations. To support this goal, EXT-TAURUM P2T introduces a speculative MAC computation mechanism to optimize the CPU load in connected ECUs, thus avoiding missing real-time deadlines during critical transient conditions.

To understand how this mechanism works, let us start with a quick overview of how CMAC is used in CAN communication to guarantee the integrity and authenticity of a transmitted frame. To avoid reply attacks, the frame transmitter computes a signature (CMAC digest) of the plaintext data concatenated with a rolling counter. The plaintext data, the rolling counter,
and the CMAC digest are embedded in the CAN frame payload and transmitted over the CAN network (Figure 11). Before using data contained in a frame, the receivers must calculate the CMAC digest again and compare it with the one included in the transmitted frame. If the two digests are the same, the integrity and authenticity of the CAN message are verified, and the frame can be used; otherwise, it is discarded and considered unauthorized. The system moves in a recovery mode when a receiver often gets CAN frames with an invalid digest. The system proceeds to a recovery mode in this second situation, depending on the function connected with the transmitted frame.

CAN data frames usually transport information obtained from the measurement of physical signals (e.g., temperature, pressure, rotation speed, etc.). While some of these measurements continuously change over time, other measures have slow changes and remain steady when considering short periods. Typically, steady-state signals are part of the following domains: temperature (e.g., Air Ambient temperature frame), atmosphere pressure (e.g., ambient pressure frame), voltages (e.g., battery voltage when generator’s contribution is none), etc.

In this context, it is possible to predict the future data frame payload and understand if there will be a difference or not, just monitoring specific system parameters. In those cases, the rolling counter introduced to avoid reply attacks is the only change in consecutive CAN data frames. EXT-TAURUM P2T exploits this property to implement speculative MAC calculation thanks to the characteristics offered by the OSEK operating systems executed on automotive ECUs.

Figure 12-A represents a high-level view of how an OSEK operating system schedules tasks. Each colored rectangular is a task with its priority. Tasks at the same priority are scheduled according to a FIFO policy. When no task requires the CPU, the background task is executed. Figure 12-B shows the same task scheduling from a different perspective. Let us focus on tasks receiving and processing CAN data frames (light blue rectangles). Before using the information contained in a frame, these tasks must compute the CMAC digest and compare it with the one stored in the frame to perform message authentication. The speculative approach of EXT-TAURUM P2T delegates the digest computation for all frames containing steady-state measures to a low priority task (background task), keeping just the comparison instruction between the two digests in the original task. In Figure 12-B, at time $t_j$, the background task computes speculative MAC digests for steady-state frames that are used for message authentication at time $t_{j+1}$.

It is essential to highlight that the introduction of the speculative MAC does not introduce any security threat to the system. The speculative MAC computation operates at the receiver’s side following a flow summarized in Figure 13. CMAC digests for CAN frames that likely transmit steady-state information (steady-state frames) are computed in a background task exploiting idle CPU time and stored for later use. When a frame arrives, the receiver first compares the frame digest with the speculative digest that is already available. If the comparison succeeds, it means the frame contains steady-state information, and the speculative MAC mechanism could predict it in advance. The frame can be considered secure and used for further computations. If this check fails, either the frame is corrupted, or the contained information is not steady-state, and therefore the speculative MAC was unable to perform a correct prediction. In this case, the receiver switches back to a standard validation flow. It extracts the plaintext and rolling counter from the frame and computes the MAC digests. It then compares it with the one stored in the frame to assess its integrity and authenticity. If this comparison succeeds, the frame can be used. Otherwise, it must be discarded.

Moving MAC computation to a background task has an enormous advantage. Its operations are not under real-time constraints and do not contribute to CPU real-time utilization. Furthermore, this approach allows also to solve safety’s constraints, being safety put in a strong relationship with the real-time, and all tasks outside the real-time domain are considered without any impact on safety.

Speculative MAC computation is a valuable technique to mitigate secure hardware overload peaks.

C. Hardware signature for branding system

EXT-TAURUM P2T provides a secure communication infrastructure to implement the hardware signature mechanism conceptually introduced in [7], able to avoid the hardware replacement attack described in section III-D.

To generate a compatibility discontinuity among hardware platforms integrated into different market subdomains, every carmaker buying parts from OEM must securely store a shared secret $K_{apk}$ into every ECU (including the EXT-TAURUM P2T SGTW). This secret is unique for every carmaker and is used to verify the origin of the ECU.

During operation, the EXT-TAURUM P2T SGTW uses the Secure CAN network to periodically initiate a distributed hardware verification protocol depicted in Figure 14. The verification process is local to every PL. Considering privilege level $m$, SGTW selects a target ECU to be verified randomly. It generates a nonce $r$ and sends it over the Secure CAN network encrypted with the corresponding PL key $K_{Fm}$ (step 1). It then shares the same random challenge over the Secure CAN network with all other ECUs working at the same PL (step 2).

At this stage, the challenged ECU must answer the challenge by encrypting $r$ using the carmaker secret key $K_{apk}$.
The carmaker's secret key becomes the critical security actor in this condition. However, information leakage for a specific company does not become a threat for all companies with the same hardware platform since they all have a proper programmed secret key.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The EXT-TAURUM P2T Secure CAN network concept was verified by simulating an authentic vehicle architecture, including the SGTW connected to two nodes. The implementation was based on the neoVI FIRE 2 Multi-Protocol Vehicle Interface produced by Intrepidcs [27]. The device was configured with a CANF-FD baud rate of 500Kbit/s, and EXT-TAURUM P2T was configured to manage up to five PLs (Figure 15). The entire communication stack was built using Python.

![Fig. 15: EXT-TAURUM P2T simulation environment set up](image)

The proposed simulation environment was used to experimentally validate the EXT-TAURUM P2T architecture, providing interesting information about the feasibility and performance of all security mechanisms.

A. Performance evaluation

As discussed in subsection IV-A, EXT-TAURUM P2T introduces a Short Secret Key mode that is set at run-time in case of need. The following experimental results are focused on determining the throughput overhead trend introduced by CMAC calculation with different key lengths. Figure 16a shows the maximum number of CMAC digest computations that the system can sustain in the hypothesis of dedicating all resources to this activity. At the same time, Figure 16b shows the saving in terms of resources changing CMAC digest data length. The figure clearly shows how reducing the CMAC digest from 256 bit to 128bit enables about 40% saving of CPU time that can be used to handle critical overloading situations.

![Fig. 16: CPU execution time saving in shorter key mode](image)

Figure 17 reports results concerning the speculative MAC calculation, described in subsection IV-B. The target reference for this experiment is a periodic task scheduled every 25ms and processing 80 different CAN frames whose CMAC digests must be authenticated. 18 out of the 80 processed frames transmit steady-state information, and their authentication can benefit from speculative MAC calculation.

With speculative MAC disabled, the frame authentication requires around 6% of real-time CPU time in regular running. By activating speculative MAC calculation on the 18 steady-state frames, in the hypothesis that all speculations are successful, the real-time CPU usage drops down to around 1%, demonstrating the effectiveness of this technique.

![Fig. 17: TAURUM P2T Advanced Secure CAN network throughput trend profile based on HMAC used mode](image)

Finally, in the worst-case condition of all speculations failing, a 0.1% real-time CPU usage overhead is introduced, with a negligible impact on the system.

B. Overhead evaluation

Implementing the EXT-TAURUM P2T communication stack introduces extra code. Comparing the firmware of one of our sample nodes implemented without any security feature with one implementing the EXT-TAURUM P2T communication stack, we measured a 300% code overhead. Nevertheless, in our prototype, all cryptographic operations are software implemented. In real ECUs, the use of Crypto Cores would significantly mitigate this overhead. As described before, at the very first time, the system executes the key provisioning protocol for sharing and exchanging keys to all the ECUs in the network. This process lasts no more than 50 ms for sharing the secret keys between a secure gateway and two secure nodes in our experimental implementation. This time strongly depends on the CAN baud-rate settings. A similar amount of time, less than 50ms, is also needed to update secret keys for each privilege level at the end of each rolling period. Being this a broadcast operation, this time is not influenced by the number of nodes. Time measurements are all performed on the prototype implementation of the system. Experimental activities also proved the concept’s capability on privilege separation.

Eventually, let us discuss the EXT-TAURUM P2T impact on the hardware architecture. Most of the ECUs in actual vehicles are already multi-CAN devices, often with spare channels available. They, therefore, are already able to host two CAN-buses. Thus, the EXT-TAURUM P2T architecture only requires adding the SGTW module and ensuring the Secure CAN cabling. This hardware overhead is mitigated by the lack of the IT secret key management infrastructure, with annexed security weakness described above and impact on management costs.
C. Security analysis

The proof of the security of the EXT-TAURUM P2T solution holds under the infeasibility hypothesis. We assume the use of state-of-the-art secure cryptographic algorithms with proper key lengths.

The keystone of EXT-TAURUM P2T is a mechanism to establish a first shared secret $K_{SH}$ representing a root of trust for all following security mechanisms. EXT-TAURUM P2T exploits state-of-the-art Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), a public-key cryptography schema suitable for use in environments with limited resources such as mobile devices and smart cards. In particular, EXT-TAURUM P2T exploits Curve25519, an elliptic curve that offers state-of-the-art 128 security bits and is designed for use in the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key agreement design scheme. This curve is one of the fastest ECC curves and more resistant to the weak number random generator. Curve25519 is built in such a way as to avoid potential attacks on implementation and avoid side-channel attacks and random number generator issues.

After establishing the first shared secret, all communications on the secure CAN network are encrypted using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), implemented with the state-of-the-art AES256 Cipher with Block Chaining (CBC) modality. This guarantees confidentiality, integrity, and authentication of all messages transmitted over this channel.

Regarding messages exchanged over the public CAN network, integrity and authenticity are implemented exploiting state-of-the-art Cipher-based Message Authentication Code (CMAC). Confidentiality on this network cannot be introduced since legislation requirements impose plaintext transmission on this network. MAC exploits secret keys securely shared among parties using the secure CAN network. A rolling counter mechanism is used to avoid replay attacks. The introduction of the privilege level concept, EXT-TAURUM P2T, compartmentalizes the security level (i.e., CMAC key length) implemented on this channel. State-of-the-art AES256 is used at the higher levels, while lower levels can resort to reduced key lengths. Even if reduced key lengths might represent a security threat, implementing the periodic key rolling protocol guarantees a minimal timeframe to mount an attack. The key deprecation protocol ensures a secure approach to react if a secret is compromised.

MitM attacks on the network can be efficiently prevented with the above mechanisms. Moreover, the availability of a secure communication channel enables secure authentication of each hardware module in the CAN network resorting to the protocol provided in Section IV-C. According to this protocol, every ECU connected to the network embeds a secret provided by the carmaker at the plant. The protocol exploits authentication using the nonce to identify trusted modules and resorts to the security of the secure CAN network to accomplish the required exchange of messages.

All previous security mechanisms require state-of-the-art hardware blocks to securely store secret keys and perform cryptographic operations onboard each ECU connected to the CAN network. However, this is a standard requirement in the automotive domain where ECUs are equipped with dedicated Hardware Security Modules. The basic assumption is that these modules are secure against costly physical attacks such as side-channel attacks. Moreover, thanks to the key provisioning protocol introduced by EXT TAURUM-P2T, even if an attacker succeeds in performing a physical attack able to compromise a single vehicle, the effect of the attack will be limited in time to the key rolling period and limited in space to a single vehicle and not to the entire fleet.

To conclude the security analyses, EXT-TAURUM P2T can mitigate DoS attacks even if it cannot altogether remove this threat. Mitigation is introduced by introducing reduced key lengths for cryptographic operations and speculative MAC computation. Both solutions can be exploited to reduce the system’s load whenever computation and transmission peaks typical of DoS attacks arise in the system.

VI. Conclusion

The ever-increasing adoption of electronic-based systems in road vehicles has opened the door for new security vulnerabilities in modern designs. EXT-TAURUM P2T Advanced Secure CAN-FD Architecture protects the vehicle’s communication infrastructure by implementing new security features including: (i) a periodic secure key provisioning mechanism that exploits the architecture’s secure channel, (ii) the implementation of privilege levels of security by separating trust zones from untrusted ones and (iii) the dynamic reallocation of the MAC computations to a background task that reduced the utilization of the CPU for real-time computations. The new features proposed in this paper have been experimentally validated through a set of experiments whose results assess its feasibility. Finally, a preliminary cost evaluation of a possible industrial implementation of the proposed architecture shows that the proposed EXT-TAURUM P2T can be affordably produced.
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